Introduction
As modern digital devices are capable of operating at increasingly lower voltages (≈1V), it has become standard to convert higher system rail voltages to low voltages at close proximity to the load. This allows for lower conduction loss through the system rails since currents will be significantly lower than the device load current. Thus, DC-DC "step-down" converters are required for this application. As implied, step-down converters convert a higher DC voltage to a lower DC voltage. For microprocessor applications (either central processing units (CPU) or graphic processing units (GPU)), these converters are often referred to as a voltage regulator modules (VRM). VRMs are responsible for converting a DC voltage (typically 12V) provided by an AC-DC rectifier (often referred to as the "silver box") to a much lower DC voltage (typically 0.8V-1.5V) to supply the microprocessor. While there exist a large variety of DC-DC converters that could perform such a task, the synchronous Buck converter is usually employed due to its relative simplicity and low cost. [1] [8] II.
Types of buck converter
There are basic two types of regulator-Linear regulator and Switching Regulator.
Linear regulator is a type of power supply which instead of using switches, employs voltage divider network for adjusting output voltage.
Figure.1 Linear regulator
Switching-mode power supply which is also called as switching-mode DC to DC converter is a type of power supply which uses switches (usually in the form of transistor) and low loss components such as inductors, capacitors and transformers for regulating output voltage. MOSFET is used as a power switch in SMPS for stabilizing output voltage. The switches are not conducted continuously and they operate under specific frequency, therefore they are useful for conservation of battery life and reduction of the power loss in the circuit. [2] Figure.2 switching regulator
III. Buck Converter
Buck converter is a type of switching-mode power supply which is used for stepping-down DC voltage level. C) Types of Compensator:-The ideal Bode plot for the compensated system would be a gain that rolls off at a slope of -20dB/decade, crossing 0db at the desired bandwidth and a phase margin greater than 45 Degree for all frequencies below the 0dB.
IV. Feedback Compensation
C.1) Type I Compensation-A Type−I compensation network provides a single pole at the origin and the gain rolls off at -20 dB/decade (-1 slope) forever, crossing unity gain at the frequency where the reactance of C 1 is equal in magnitude to the resistance of R 1. Type−I compensation network is used for systems where the phase shift of the modulator is minimal. 
V. Power Stage Components
The following parameters are needed to calculate the power stage: 1.) Maximum switch current 2.) Inductor selection 3.) Capacitor selection 4.) Rectifier diode selection 5.) MOSFET selection 6.) Duty cycle
VI. Results and discussions
Buck converter for portable applications has been designed with input voltage of 3 volts and desired output voltage is 1.5 v with switching frequency of 300khz.
System level simulation has been carried out with Cadence P-spice in 0.30um technology and stability of buck converter with type III compensation has been investigated by Mat Lab tool, ,phase margin for buck converter has been observed approximately 60deg which is best to ensure stability of buck converter. After calculating power losses in terms of conduction, switching, and others, optimum efficiency of design is 93 %. Table  This table defines all the parameters which are used to simulate the design B.) Stability measureFor above parameters calculated and defined stability of buck design has been verified with compensation and without compensation and it is observed that phase margin of design is approximate to 53 deg which shows that design is quite stable under load and ripple variations. Time   700us  710us  720us  730us  740us  750us  760us  770us  780us  790us  800us  810us  820us  830us  840us Table. 5 Inductor current vs. Load Table 6 compares the performance of the proposed converter with previous works. The proposed converter features the widest load current range, while maintain a high efficiency over the entire load region. 
A.)Design specification & Output

VII. Conclusion
An efficient synchronous buck DC-DC converter which Includes PWM is presented. With a mode controller, the converter dynamically adjusts its work mode according to the load current varying condition. and Type III compensation is used by the converter to improve the load capability. The system level simulations has been carried out under a standard 130nm CMOS technology. In a load range between 100-500 mA, the efficiency could achieve 85%-93%.
